
THE BRITISH
With the war almost over and the Germans on the run, the British are rated 
Confident Veteran.

Armoured Squadron
• Comet: The peak of evolution for British armour, the Comet combines the 

speed of a light tank (16”/40cm) with improved armour (FA 7) and an AT 
14 Semi-indirect fire gun.

• Cromwell: Cromwell tanks have been tearing up the battlefield since the 
invasion of Normandy and their AT 10 gun might struggle against the 
front armour of a Panther, a 16”/40cm move means that they will get 
around the flank and deal serious damage!

• Support: Both the Armoured Squadron and B Squadron can count 
on a traditional mix of support with infantry in halftracks or trucks, 
armoured cars and M10C anti-tank platoons. An Armoured Squadron 
can also count on Fearless Veteran SAS troops in Jeeps festooned with 
machine-guns moving around the table to provide reconnaissance as well 
as threatening enemy infantry and gun teams.

B Squadron, 15th/17th Hussars
• Challenger: B Squadron can field up to two platoons of Challenger tanks 

(with Cromwell tanks in support). The Challenger excels at providing fire 
support with AT 15 and Semi-indirect fire, whilst the Cromwell tanks get 
in and mix it up with the enemy.

Rifle Company
• A British Rifle Company is built around a core of three Rifle Platoons. 

Nine stands strong they are stubborn in defence and resilient on attack. 
Add Ram Kangaroo or Water Buffalo armoured personal carriers if you 
want to play an attacking style of game. 

• Support: from 6pdr AT guns, to Universal Carriers, M10C anti-tank 
platoons and Crocodile Flamethrower tanks, you can support a Rifle 
Company with the right tools to do the job!

• Don’t forget that you can also perform a Night Attack, effectively putting 
your enemy on the back foot whilst your force moves up under the cover 
of darkness!

Corps Support
• Air Support: A British company can always count on support from the 

RAF (if you pay the points) and the Typhoon’s rockets make it the perfect 
tank killer.

• Artillery: Don’t leave home without 25pdrs, 5.5” guns or Sextons. 
Their ability to lay down template after template and destroying dug-in 
infantry or tanks as well as smoke screens make them a mainstay of any 
British force.

THE GERMANS
Reluctant Veteran tanks, widely believed to be the best combination of the 
Morale and Skill, and Fearless Trained Marines supported by Luftwaffe, SS 
and Hungarian troops make for some interesting combinations.

Infra-Red Equipment
During the closing stages of the war the Germans were developing all kinds 
of wonder weapons to push back the Allies. Panthers, Jagdpanthers and even 
infantry platoons can benefit from Infra-Red equipment allowing them to see 
further at night and (most importantly) choose to attack at night, reducing the 
effectiveness of the enemies air support and artillery!

Panzerkampfgruppe Wallenberg
• Panther G: The Panther remains the best all round tank in Flames Of 

War, Front Armour 10 gives you a chance of stopping most enemy guns, 
AT 14 can easily penetrate most enemy tanks, and moving 12”/30cm per 
turn you can quickly move to where you need to be.

• StuG G (late): Whilst the big cats do the heavy lifting the StuG can 
help thin out the enemy’s Sherman and T-34 tanks. FA 7 still stops most 
enemy medium tank guns, whilst AT 11 gets the killing done.

• Jagdpanther: If you need something bit bigger, the Jagdpanther brings 
the same speed and armour of the Panther, but with an AT 16 gun!

• Sd Kfz 251/20D (Uhu): Want to see the enemy before they see you? 
The Uhu shines a massive infra-red searchlight on enemy teams, letting 
anyone with IR gear see them at up to 24”/60cm range.

• Panzersturm Platoon: Panzergrenadiers with Assault Rifles, Panzerfausts 
and IR gear!

• Support platoons: with a few support options you can tailor your 
company and Wallenberg has plenty of infantry and anti-aircraft, as well 
as planes and heavy mortars to round out your force.

Panzerkampfgruppe Von Benningsen
Von Benningsen has a mix of tanks letting you put together a rag-tag looking 
company. Panzer IV J, Panther G, Tiger 1E and Panzer IV/70 (V) all come 
together in one force. Like Wallenberg you can support it with infantry, AA 
and aircraft, as well as recon, anti-tank guns and self-propelled guns.

Marine-Grenadierkompanie
In early 1945 members of the Kriegsmarine (Navy) were transferred and 
formed into fighting troops. With plenty of enthusiasm and some training 
they quickly found themselves in the thick of things. To represent their role 
as a final defence they have the Always Defends special rule. 

• Marine-Grenadier Platoons: a mix of Assault Rifles or Rifle/MG teams 
mean that these infantry can lay down a staggering amount of dice. Don’t 
forget that they all have Panzerfausts making them a nightmare for tanks!

• Support platoons: You are not short of options, HMGs, AT guns, SS and 
Hungarian infantry platoons, artillery and air support.

• Marine-Grenadier and SS Tank Hunter Platoons:  4 teams with Panzerfausts, 
3 teams with Panzerschrecks. Tanks better get out of the way!

• Luftwaffe Railway Anti-Aircraft Platoons: 8.8cm (AT 13, ROF 2, 3, 4 
or even 6!) and 10.5cm (AT 17, ROF 1 or 2) guns on railway carriages. 
Concealed in rail yards these guns cannot be shot at long range until 
they have shot!

What you Will find inside nachtjäger

Nachtjäger means Night Hunter.
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BBX29 - M5 Half-track Transport Platoon
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BBX31 - Cromwell Platoon
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Rifle Company

Corps support

BBX28 - Rifle Company
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PANZERKAMPFGRUPPE WALLENBERG
Tank Battlegroup Wallenberg

GBX84 - Panther/Jagdpanther Platoon
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GBX82 - Sd Kfz 
251/20 D (Uhu)

GE848 - Panzersturm Platoon (with Vampir IR equipments)
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GBX85 - Sd Kfz 251 Transport Platoon
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GERMAN SUPPORT
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MARINE-GRENADIERKOMPANIE
Naval Grenadier Company

PANZERKAMPFGRUPPE VON BENNINGSEN
Tank Battlegroup von Benningsen

GBX68 - Panzer IV J Platoon
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GBX67 - Panzer IV L/70 (V) Platoon
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GBX71 - Hezter PlatoonGBX73 - Volksgrenadier Company

GE590 - 15cm NW41 Rocket launcher
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GBX87 - 10.5cm FlaK Railway car



NACHTJÄGER NEW RELEASES

‘The enemy thinks he is safe behind this great river obstacle. 
We all agree that it is a great obstacle; but we will show the 
enemy that he is far from safe behind it. This great Allied 
fighting machine, composed of integrated land and air 
forces, will deal with the problem in no uncertain manner.

And having crossed the Rhine, we will crack about in 
the plains of Northern Germany, chasing the enemy from 
pillar to post. The swifter and more energetic our action 
the sooner the war will be over, and that is what we all 
desire: to get on with the job and finish off the German 
war as soon as possible.

Over the Rhine, then, let us go. And good hunting to you 
all on the other side.’

— Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery,  
March 1945

The British 21st Army Group is at the Rhine, ready to 
cross into Germany. Opposing them are the resolute 
troops of the German Kriegsmarine (navy personnel) 
and the newly-raised Panzerdivision ‘Clauswitz’. 
When the hammer falls in late March 1945, fierce 
night battles erupt all along the front. Small gaps are 
created through which fly new British Comet tanks, 
the pinnacle in British cruiser tank design. However, 
the night-fighters of Panzerdivision ‘Clausewitz’ await 
them in the shadows...
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FW231 - Nachtjager (80 page book)

TK905 - Muzzle Flash Token Set 

BRITISH
Plastics
BBX28 - British Rifle Company (Plastic)

BBX29 - M5 Halftrack Transport Platoon (x4) 
(Plastic)

BBX30 - Comet Platoon (x5) (Plastic)

BBX31 - Cromwell Platoon (x5) (Plastic)

Blisters
BR211 - Universal Carriers (x3)

BR320 - Humber Scout Car (x2)

BR414 - SAS Jeep (Europe) (x3)

GERMAN
Plastics
GBX84 - Panther/Jagpanther Platoon (x5) 
(Plastic)

GBX85 - Sd Kfz 251/1 Transport Platoon (x4) 
(Plastic)

Boxes
GBX82 - Sd Kfz 251/20 (Uhu) Platoon (x2)

GBX86 - Twin 8.8cm FlaK Railway Car

GBX87 - 10.5cm FlaK Railway Car

Blisters
GE552 - 10.5cm FlaK39

GE848 - Panzersturm Platoon (with Vampir IR 
equipment)

Special Order
GSO206 - Sd Kfz 251 IR Equipment (x4 sets)


